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PDF | Over the last few years, the number of mobile phones in the world has The Questionnaire was designed diligently
by using similar studies [7]. .. Then we conducted a survey, and used AMOS software to analyze the sample data.

Want a jump start? Americans will mention a positive experience to an average of nine people and a negative
experience to an average of  Types of customer experience surveys There are a few ways you can measure
customer experience through surveys. The first question you need to answer is what metrics you want to use.
Consumers want easy transactions, so look for ease-of-use in your data. Download 2MB Preview Abstract
This dissertation examines the perception of mobile phone users towards service providers in the Federal
Territory of Labuan. SurveyLegend makes life easier for you and your respondents. Design your survey
however you like and let your brand be seen or use one of our gorgeous templates made by professionals. The
researcher seeks to contribute to the development of theoretical framework that relates to the above factors.
You can download our prebuilt customer satisfaction survey template to begin closing experience gaps with
your customers. Share your survey to the world and be confident that no matter what device your respondents
participate on the survey will look astonishing. The literatures suggest that the issue of perceptions of mobile
phone services can be investigated from the perspective of the mobile phone users. Giving your respondents a
bad experience will lower your response rate. Simply go to our webpage and login as you would do using your
tablet or PC; and then enjoy the data right there in the palm of your hand. Let your respondents smile while
giving you the much needed feedback, enabling you to make better decisions with insightful feedback.
Nevertheless, timing surveys is extremely important. Item Type:. SurveyLegend is Become a Legend you too!
Every response to your survey, form, or poll is presented immediately in real-time, enabling you to follow the
feedback as it comes in on your smartphone. A research framework has been developed in the dissertation to
illustrate the relationship involved between influencing factors service quality, price and perceived value ,
customer satisfaction and customer loyalty. The past is not always better than the present, we developed
SurveyLegend to look great on todays mobile phones, tablets and computers. Meanwhile, age is a good
moderator between customer satisfaction and customer loyalty with mature users is having high satisfaction
and loyalty compared to young generation. After a customer service encounter- If the customer initiates
contact with customer service, a CES survey should be sent immediately after the issue was resolved. Send an
email with a link to an online survey after the customer purchases their flight to find out how satisfied they
were with the booking process. The goal is to see how much effort it took to resolve the issue. After the
customer books their flightâ€” Feedback after the initial purchase is important because you want to understand
if the person was satisfied with their checkout or purchase experience.


